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ABSTRACT
Attitudinal and Behavioral Assessments of 
Generations X and Y at the 
Palms Casino Resort
by
Ch-a Mosley
Bo J. Bernhard, Ph.D. Examination Committee Chair 
Assistant Professor of Sociology 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Las Vegas area casino hotels have recently begun to vie for the attention and business 
of Generations X and Y. This is evidenced by the influx of night clubs, lounges, and 
party-like pool scenes in Strip properties. The purpose of the study is to utilize the Palms 
Casino Resort’s young adult clientele to determine what attributes they find appealing 
about it. The data garnered through primary empirical research revealed implications for 
potential marketing initiatives and future research. This project was both quantitative and 
qualitative in nature.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
A little city that was founded in 1905 to serve as a railway station stop is now the 
most hip place to see and be seen. Las Vegas is the fastest growing city in the US, and its 
bright lights serve as the first sign of life visible from space (Denton & Morris, 2001). 
More recently, with the help of the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority’s 
(LVCVA) “What Happens in Vegas Stays in Vegas” campaign, and the constant free 
publicity from the slue of Las Vegas themed television shows. Las Vegas ranks high on 
many people’s destination radar.
Within this most unlikely railway stop-tumed-party town is a casino hotel that 
perhaps best epitomizes these familiar Las Vegas themes: The Palms Casino Resort. The 
Palms’ opening was not without substantial obstacles. The property opened amidst 
scrutiny due to its off-Strip location, and then suffered the fate of opening just after 9/11. 
Despite this, the hotel has been established as a celebrity. Playmate, athlete, and starlet 
haven -  and hence a popular Generation X and Y hangout. Through primary empirical 
research that is hoth quantitative and qualitative in nature, this study will examine why 
these generations find the Palms so appealing
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Palms Background
The 420-room Palms Casino Resort opened on November 15, 2001, one month ahead 
of schedule (Simpson, 2001). Owner George Maloof was no stranger to the gaming and 
hospitality industries; a graduate of University of Nevada, Las Vegas’ hotel program, he 
served as president of Maloof Hotels, which oversaw hotel operations in California and 
hotel/casino operations in Las Vegas and Colorado. Most importantly, in Las Vegas, 
Maloof operated the Fiesta Casino Hotel. Since George M aloof s family has a legacy of 
entrepreneurship that includes ownership of the Houston Rockets in the 1970’s through 
1980’s and now extends into ownership of the NBA Sacramento Kings, it is no surprise 
that the Palms’ grand opening was a celebrity sighting frenzy that included notables such 
as Pamela Anderson, Samuel L. Jackson, and Chris Webber.
Through his previous ownership of the Fiesta Hotel, Maloof knew intimately the 
parameters of the Las Vegas locals gaming scene. His initial plan for the Palms, then, 
was to cater first to locals, and then to tourists. This point was driven home in an 
interview with City Life Magazine: “The Palms, designed by Bellagio architect Jon 
Jerde, will go after both locals and tourists, a difficult feat pulled off by the Rio but not 
by the Regent. ‘We'll take care of the locals first,’ Maloof says. ‘If we do, the tourists 
will be just fine’” (Puppel, 2001, H 21).
The casino hotel would be a hybrid property of sorts; a place where both locals and 
tourists felt at home. The following quote from a Las Vegas Review Journal article 
demonstrates the duality of the Palms’ clientele at its grand opening:
The strange mix of Hollywood A-listers and Las Vegas faimy-packers was 
drawn Thursday evening to the latest offering on the gambling town’s
2
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cityscape. An early crowd of 6,000 to 10,000 invited guests split into two 
groups: The hipsters moved to the east side of the Palms to absorb the 
property’s club scene; others who wouldn’t know Kid Rock from Chris 
Rock, stuck to the property’s west side, clustering around a bar and food 
court. Somewhere in the middle was a transition zone where the two 
melded into one. Both groups munched on dim sum and downed free 
drinks (Bems, 2001, p.lA).
A quick stroll through the first floor of the Palms reveals that Maloof is still 
managing to draw locals and tourists to his property. With the current popularity of the 
Palms, it may be hard to remember that in the beginning, there was room for concern.
The post September 11* opening left the hotel vulnerable to the economic downturn 
suffered by the travel industry. Fortunately, as the Palms was preparing for its opening, 
the production company Bunim/Murray finalized its decision to use Las Vegas as the 
backdrop for the 12* season of Music Television’s (MTV) Real World.
This show, which launched in 1992, follows the lives of seven young adults living 
together in a house, and has been filmed in popular cities like New York, Los Angeles, 
New Orleans, and Paris. Over the years, the documentary-soap opera has infused itself 
into the DNA of Generation X and Y popular culture. On this show, ordinary young 
adults become overnight celebrities (http://www.bunim-murray.com/aboutus/index.htm. 
Retrieved May 4,2005).
When other casino hotels balked at the idea of allowing media cameras on property, 
the Palms took the bait (Almeida, 2004). Sacrificing the whole 28* floor, the Palms 
welcomed seven, young, beautiful, drunken, over-sexed strangers into its property. When
3
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not in the Real World Suite, the cast was filmed boozing it up on the 52"  ̂floor of the 
Ghost Bar, dancing the night away in Rain, or working for spare cash at the Skin Pool 
Lounge, all of whieh are located on the property. Today, a Palms guest with no VIP 
privileges or connections can wait in line for hours before gaining entrance into the 
famed Ghost Bar or nightclub Rain. It is hard to say this would have been the case if not 
for the show.
When asked about the impact the Real World has had on the Palms’ success. General 
Manager Jim Hughes was reluctant to give the show total credit. He cannot say that the 
show is directly responsible for an increase in room night sales, but he does agree that the 
show has given the hotel nationwide recognition. While the Real World sensation was a 
coup for Maloof, it also blazed a trail for other casinos. Since then, the Golden Nugget, 
Green Valley Ranch, and Caesars Palace have hosted their own reality programs.
As for the physical property, its more notable features include a state of the art 14- 
theater movie complex, a food court, and a few fine dining restaurants. Of course, there 
is also the $2 million Real World suite, which can now be purchased for a mere $5000 a 
night (Anderton, 2002). And for those vfishing to commemorate their visit to the Palms, 
they can get a tattoo at Hart and Huntington Tattoo, owned by motorcross legend Carey 
Hart and famed promoter John Huntington. This shop, which opened in 2004 is the first 
ever in a Las Vegas casino, (http://www.hartandhuntingtontattoo.com/04_about.html. 
Retrieved April 3,2005). Lastly, for those needing guidance before partying and 
gambling, the Palms has an in-house tarot card reader.
Still blazing trails, George Maloof recently announced plans to break ground on 
Palms Place, a 50-story residential tower that will cater to the property’s celebrity
4
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clientele. At the same time, a 40-story, 347-room Playboy-themed hotel tower is already 
under construction to address the room shortage that the Palms currently faces. These 
major ventures are evidence that the Palms will remain an important property for years to 
come (Stutz, 2005).
Purpose of the Research
The retail industry has become fixated on how to capture the spending dollars of 
young adults. This is evident with companies like Toyota, which created a separate 
division. Scion, just to tap the youth market. According to Matathia, O’Reilley, and 
Salzman (2003), today’s youth respond to vivid colors and active graphics, enjoy loud 
music, seek adrenaline rushes, and are fans of Red Bull. With this type of information, 
retailers like Nike, Toyota, and Dell have all made eoneentrated efforts to eapture youth 
dollars. Little effort, however, has been put forth by the hospitality industry to influence 
young adult eonsumption of leisure. Still, there is some evidence that hotel chains are 
beginning to change their strategies. This will be examined further in the literature 
review section.
As the purchasing power and population size of the youth market inereases, the 
hospitality industry must take heed. This is partieularly true in Las Vegas. The eity’s 
casino hotels are highly competitive and can leave no stone unturned when trying to 
generate new business. Las Vegas properties are currently taking steps to appeal to 
young adults. Ultra lounges (chic bars), nightclubs, and inviting pool scenes are 
becoming staples in those properties wishing to capture the youth market
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
(http://www.americangaming.org/insidetheaga/inside_aga_detail.cfv?id=266, 2004, 
November).
The purpose of the researeh is to determine what attributes about the Palms 
experienee visitors find appealing. Hotels eonsistently offer comment eards at cheek-out 
to gain insight from their guests; but the surveys issued to Palms guests for this thesis 
yielded more detailed and personal information not traditionally found on guest comment 
eards. Furthermore, observation through immersion was conducted to gather qualitative 
data, whieh may supplement some gaps in the survey results. The ultimate objective of 
this projeet is to help understand why the Palms has eonsistently maintained its 
popularity among the highly desired young adult démographie.
Signifieance of Study
Las Vegas Strip hotels have already begun to vie for the youth market hy 
incorporating ultra lounges and nightelubs and creating “cool” pool scenes. Some 
properties are having greater suecess than others in their endeavors. Therefore, it is 
worthwhile to implement market researeh that speaks to their target démographie, 
particularly as competition increases. With mega names like Mandalay Bay (ineludes 
THE Hotel), Hard Rock, Caesars Palace, and the Venetian upping the ante to grah hold of 
“20 and 30 somethings,” no property should haphazardly invest in facilities that may miss 
the mark with young adults.
Furthermore, there is eoncem that young adults do not have the same gambling habits 
as their parents. The title of a 2004 USA Today artiele, “Casinos struggle to find way to 
deal in next generation; Slots especially don’t tempt twentysomethings,” shows that times
6
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are changing for the Las Vegas gaming industry. This study may serve as a guidepost for 
easino hotels to follow as they assess their various marketing strategies.
Limitations
Las Vegas is novel in that its hotels offer mueh more than traditional hotels. Only in 
Las Vegas can visitors access sueh a wide variety of gaming and entertainment options, 
all within a relatively small geographic area. Due to the nature of Las Vegas, the scope 
of this research may not generalizable.
Also, there is new evidenee in market researeh that shows methods like surveys and 
questionnaires only tap implicit memories; and if a eonsumer’s true thoughts are to be 
revealed, teehniques like in depth interviews should be used (Zaltman, 2005). This 
sentiment is new and may not be shared hy all researehers; hut it is noteworthy.
Furthermore, surveys in general may he prone to validity issues beeause they can 
force participants’ responses into pre-established eategories. Though mueh care was 
taken in eonstrueting the survey instrument, there is a ehance that it will not glean the 
information necessary to make eorrect assumptions about the population.
In an effort to eneourage guests to participate in the researeh, the survey was 
eondensed to one page front and baek. Consequently, some topics had to he excluded 
that may have yielded interesting or relevant data. This will be diseussed further in the 
methodology section. Lastly, because all subjective observation suffers from potential 
problems with bias, there is a prohahility that my personal perspectives may influence the 
data.
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Definition of Terms
Cohort: Groups of individuals who are bom during the same time period and experience 
life together. They experienee similar external events during their late adoleseent and 
early adult years. Those defining events influence their values, preferences, attitudes, and 
buying behaviors that remain with them over an entire lifetime. A cohort is not to be 
confused with a generation. Generations are birth groups defined by their years of birth 
(Meredith & Schewe, 2004), while cohorts are shaped by shared external experienees like 
major war or eeonomie circumstances.
Generation Y: The cohort bom between 1977 and 1994 (Bakewell & Mitehell, 2003;
Cui, Matim, Sullivan & Trent, 2003)
Generation X: The eohort bom between 1965 and 1976 (Bakewell & Mitehell, 2003; 
Bowen, Kotler, & Makens, 1999)
Baby Boomers: The eohort bom between 1946 and 1964 (Bakewell & Mitchell, 2003) 
Culture: “The language, beliefs, values, norms, behaviors, and material objeets that are 
passed from one generation to the next” (Henslin, 2004, p.34).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW 
At the time of the Palms’ opening in 2001, the Hard Rock Hotel and Casino was 
widely considered the hotspot for twenty and thirtysomethings. The CFO boasted in 
2001 that the Hard Rock was “all about cool,” while Hard Roek owner Peter Morton 
deemed it “Party Central” (Pomerantz, 2001, p. 54). The CEO then took his pride a step 
further by snubbing the up and coming Palms: “Not to worry. ‘They're going to have 
bingo at the Palms,’ sniffs Hard Rock's Bowen. ‘How eool ean you be if you have 
bingo?”’ (Pomerantz, 2001, p. 54).
This lack of concern with the Palms as a rival was perhaps not merited, as some now 
feel the Palms has overtaken the Hard Rock. During the qualitative research component 
of this project, a former Hard Rock casino manager who now works for the Palms 
indieated that the Palms has lured many Hard Roek employees and patrons over the 
years. Perhaps due to M aloof s experience in operating the Fiesta, this manager says the 
Palms simply does a better job of making its customers feel valued. Christopher Palmeri 
from Business Week believes that part of this is due to its status as a “little guy”:
The hottest joint in town is Palms Casino Hotel Las Vegas. Opened three 
years ago by New Mexico’s Maloof family, the 455-room property eost 
just $260 million to build and is produeing a 23% return on capital says
9
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co-owner George Maloof. It distinguishes itself through clever events sueh as a 
weekly poolside party ealled, Skinny Dip Tuesday Nights. “There will always be 
a market for a person who does not feel comfortable in a big casino setting,”
Maloof says. Mega-casinos, watch out, the little guys just might play you for a 
sueker (Palmeri, 2004, p. 49).
There may be disagreements about how hip the Palms truly is (as indieated in the 
survey results to be discussed later), but few would dispute that the Palms has made a 
name for itself with young adults and celebrities. The important research lesson, 
however, is that complacency has no place in the dynamic hospitality industry. Ongoing 
research-based analyses are imperative for those properties wishing to effectively 
eompete -  espeeially for those interested in capturing the elusive and rapidly evolving 
youth market.
As mentioned in the definitions section of chapter one. Generations X and Y are 
cohorts within the youth market. While terms such as young, hip, cool, and twenty and 
thirtysomethings are prevalent in the news media, hospitality businesses should not fall 
prey to such simplifications of their target demographics. Instead, these businesses 
should rely upon more spécifié research-based assessments when marketing to this 
important sub-group.
Generation X
Generation X has been referred to as the “latch-key”, “slacker”, or “me” generation. 
The Vietnam War, birth control pills, high divorce rates, and a plunging birth rate are 
signature factors affecting this cohort (Cox, 1999). Perhaps the most famous media
10
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portrayal of Gen Xers can be found in the fictitious “Friends” cast. Demographically 
speaking. Generation Xers’ parents (the Baby Boomers) started families late and divorced 
often. As a result, Gen X has been said to form makeshift families out of their friendship 
eircles, like in the TV show “Friends” (Washburn, 2000; Karp, Sirias & Arnold, 1999). 
On the show, there was less emphasis on the biologieal family, and perhaps this theme is 
one reason why it resonated with a generation that had its own family challenges.
Generation X has received a lot of negative press for being the “slackers” that brought 
the world grunge music and had their stories told in movies like “Chasing Amy” and 
“Slaekers.” There has been a sense that this generation is diffieult to work with and is not 
known for company loyalty. Perhaps this lack of loyalty stems from the massive 
downsizing of their parents, many of whom had dedicated years of serviee to “stable” 
eompanies (Kupperschimdt, 2000). Furthermore, their faith in eompanies had to have 
been shaken by the turmoil surrounding corporate scandals like those at Enron and 
WorldCom.
On the other hand, this teehnologically savvy generation is the best edueated in 
Ameriean history (Pokrywezynski & Wolburg, 2001). It has wielded great input in the 
style and fimetionality of the Internet, and the dot-eom era has revealed the strengths of 
its entrepreneurial spirit. Rebecca Ryan, founder of Next Generational Consulting, notes 
that
By the time they're 30, three out of four have thought about or started a 
business. Nearly 60 pereent of all small businesses in the United States 
are started by women, minorities and Gen X'ers. As the first generation of 
latchkey kids, Gen X'ers rely on themselves- not a very big corporation-for
11
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job security. The next generation of entrepreneurs is ripe for the picking 
(Ryan, 2004).
According to this view. Generation X is not a eohort of slaekers, but rather one with a 
different vision than their parents.
Finally, the literature outlines a number of important considerations that should be 
made when trying to understand and speak to this generation. To begin with. Generation 
X is small, with a population of approximately 40,000,000. 
(http://www.eensus.gov/popest/national/asrh/NC-EST2003/NC-EST2003-01.pdf). 
Wedged between two larger eohorts, Xers can sometimes feel overlooked (Washburn, 
2000). They value personal time and are less inclined than Boomers to believe that work 
should be an important part of a person’s life. They do not measure self-worth with 
career attainment (Smola & Sutton, 2002). Flexible work sehedules and relaxed dress 
codes are benefits that appeal to this cohort (Filipack, Raines, & Zemke, 2000).
Generation X has a “What’s in it for me” attitude that translates into purchasing 
decisions. Their teehnological savvy is utilized to research before buying (Fishman, 
2004). Accordingly, they generally do not like being patronized and being told by 
celebrities to eonsume products (Higgins, 1998). A solid and true representation of the 
product will suffice. Gen X is so saturated with media advertising that nontraditional 
advertising teehniques like word of mouth and event sponsorship may be some of the best 
ways to reach this cohort. Toyota’s Scion division currently uses these methods to reach 
the youth market (www.scion.com).
12
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Generation Y
Generation Y (or the “Eeho Boomers”) is the second largest generation behind Baby 
Boomers, with 78 million members (http://www.census.gov/popest/national/asrh/NC- 
EST2003/NC-EST2003-01.pdf). Since they are still relatively young (ranging from 11- 
28 years of age), they have only recently made their way into the workforce. While Gen 
Y does not yet have the disposable income of the elder Generation X, its sheer size has 
made it the emerging generation to follow. The eohort’s purchase power potential is 
what has marketers elamoring for its attention (Cui, Matiru, Sullivan, & Trent, 2003).
Now that Generation Y is coming of age, researchers are beginning to assess its 
distinguishing personality attributes. Already apparent is the fact that they do not fit the 
slacker image. Yers are said to he a bit more idealistic and less eynical than Generation 
X (Meredith & Schewe, 2003). There is also an indication that this cohort is social cause 
oriented (Meredith & Schewe, 2003), which may factor into how it can be targeted in 
marketing efforts (Cui, Matiru, Sullivan & Trent, 2003).
Generation Y is also differentiated by the fact that it has not known life without 
modem technology (Wasbum, 2000). Its comfort level with eomputer technology allows 
Gen Y to be discerning when purehasing. Media inundation is believed to have caused a 
negative disposition about corporate intentions among Yers. They are aware of the 
opportunistie behavior exhibited by those companies who try to prey on their “young and 
hip” style (Wolburg & Pokrywezynski, 2001).
A final yet important faet to consider when assessing Generation Y is that it is not a 
eookie cutter, simplistie generation to reach. In addition to rejecting the older message
13
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strategies, Generation Y poses a ehallenge because they are more racially diverse and 
seek their entertainment and information from a proliferation of media vehicles. The 
level of fragmentation in the media makes communicating with them a daunting task 
(Wolburg & Pokrywezynski, 2001).
Cohort Synopsis
Generations X and Y are said to be more savvy and aware than previous generations. 
The advent of the Internet has exposed them to worldwide fashion, culture, politics and 
news. Gone are the days when companies can tell youths how to feel about a product; 
Generations X and Y have the means to determine for themselves how they feel (through 
Internet research, for example). As a result, the best bet with these generations is to tell 
the truth upfront. Finally, the concept of “All American” no longer exists; the cohorts are 
too diverse in ethnicity and culture (Tieszen, 1996). Refer to Table 1 for a side-by-side 
comparison of the cohorts.
14
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Table 1
Cohort Comparisons
Generation X Generation Y
Attitude Cynical (Morton L. 2003), self- 
sufficient, independent (Filipczak, 
Raines & Zemke, 2000)
Optimistic (Filipczak, et al. 2000), 
outspoken (Paul, 2001)
Home life Raised in single-parent 
homes(Morton 2003), called 
"latchkey" kids, lived through 
parents' divorces (Cox, 1999)
Spoiled and coddled by Boomer 
parents, feel loved by their parents 
(Filipczak, et al. 2000)
Culture Is racially and culturally diverse 
(Morton, 2003)
Has great exposure to 
multiculturalism, might be the first 
generation to question traditional 
racial categories (Filipczak, et al. 
2000), very tolerant of alternative 
sexuality (Paul, 2001)
Advertising Prefers useful produet information 
over persuasion (Morton 2003), 
rejects labels and hype (Teiszen, 
1996)
Responds well to real-life examples of 
produet practicality, awareness of 
social causes makes them likely to 
respond to social cause-related 
marketing (Cui, Maitiru, Sullivan & 
Trent, 2003)
Shopping Sense of individuality makes taste 
discerning (Teiszen, 1996), prefers 
specialty retailers to department 
stores, likes venues with more 
urban feel (Morrow & James, 
2004)
Shops for entertainment/recreation, 
level of materialism influenced by 
television viewing (Bakewell & 
Mitchell)
Technology Technologically savvy(Teiszen, 
1996), Internet usage promotes a 
"do-it -yourself attitude that 
removes desire to seek "Authority" 
opinions (Washburn, 2000)
Has not known life without 
technology, expects interactive online 
experiences; Internet and e-mail 
eommunication fosters word-of-mouth 
information sharing (Washburn, 2000)
Work Questions authority by asking 
"why?", has little company loyalty 
(Cox, 1999), finds minute value in 
working more than 40 hours a 
week, treasures personal time 
(Filipczak, et al. 2000)
Has an optimistic "can-do" attitude, 
expects to work more than 40 hours a 
week to achieve lifestyle goals 
(Filipczak, et al. 2000)
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Peer-reviewed Generational Research 
Peer reviewed research literature pertaining to both the hospitality industry and 
Generations X and Y is minimal. Most references to Xers and Yers were found in 
Human Resources and retail related documents. HR related research seems to be focused 
on successfully integrating young adults into the workforce. Perhaps because Generation 
X was widely perceived as lazy slackers, there was concern that Generation Y would be 
the same.
Retailers, on the other hand, were more concerned with advertising. As mentioned 
earlier, technology has allowed Xers and Yers to become oversaturated with advertising 
messages. Now, retailers are trying to figure out how to overcome this. The reoccurring 
theme with retailers is how to be “cool” without being obvious about it. Still, most of 
this type of information is conversational and without much academic reinforcement. 
There were, however, a few documented research efforts regarding Generations X and Y. 
Below are examples of peer-reviewed retail, media, and human resources research 
pertaining to generations X and Y :
Between the years of 1996 and 1997, Nike conducted a study to determine the factors 
that most influenced African-American Gen-Xers to purchase their athletic shoes. 
Utilizing focus groups and surveys, the study was used to weigh the importance of the 
following factors: athlete endorsement, color, comfort, cost, durability, name/brand, and 
style. A sample size of 37 males and 35 females between the ages of 21 and 26 was used 
for the survey portion. Data was analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics.
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specifically percentages and averages. T-tests were also utilized to determine the levels 
of significance in the differences between factor influences (Jackson & Lyons, 2001).
James Pokrywczynski and Joyce M. Wolburg (2001) examined the various factors 
that influence the use of advertising among the college segment of Generation Y. They 
issued a survey that probed topics like self-identity, relevance of depictions in the media, 
and the informational value of advertising to 368 college students. The participants of 
the study were predominately white, lived in the same geographic region, and were 
between the ages of 18 and 24. This research is most relevant for companies developing 
media and strategies to target this generation. Useful results like media preferences 
between males and females and introverts and extroverts were gleaned from this research.
A reoccurring topic in Generation X and Y literature is their integration into the 
workforce. Understanding that the two cohorts have different ideals than Baby Boomers, 
company managers are seeking happy mediums that foster homogenous workplaces. 
Karen Wey Smola and Charlotte D. Sutton (2002) performed the necessary research to 
substantiate the notion that generations do indeed have different attitudes about work and 
life. Theirs was a replication of a 1974 study conducted by Cherrington, Condie and 
England.
Smola and Sutton made some adjustments to the 1974 study and redesigned the 
survey instrument. It had 176 items instead of the 191 in the original, and they also 
adjusted for attitude changes by altering gender-specific questions. The researchers used 
an initial sample of 450 MBA students. Each student received ten surveys via mail.
They were to fill out one and give the nine others to full-time working friends, family, co­
workers, etc. The final usable sample size was 335.
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This research was not focused on Generations X and Y per se, but was an evaluation 
of attitudinal variations that segmented Generation X from Baby Boomers. At the time. 
Generation Y was still too young to have a major presence in the study. The study is 
important because it generated results that help support the idea that cohorts have 
different attitudes and should therefore be approached differently.
Each of the research examples demonstrate that certain industries are taking the 
attitudes of Generations X and Y seriously. The proliferation of clubs, lounges, and pool 
scenes on the Las Vegas Strip are evidence that hotels are interested in appeasing the 
youth segment. As the market becomes saturated these types of duplicable amenities, 
properties will have to deepen their understanding of Generations X and Y in order to 
gain a competitive advantage.
Industry Shifts
There is now evidence that other hotel chains are trying to revamp their strategies to 
address the needs of the emerging Generation X business traveler. A recent Lodging 
Magazine article addresses the changes that certain hotel chains are making in order to 
satisfy the desires of Gen Xers.
The article, titled “Gen X by Design,” reveals how hotel chains like Intercontinental 
Hotels Groups, Starwood, Marriot, Hilton, Choice, and Hyatt have all utilized data on 
Gen X to determine how best to meet the cohort’s needs. Within the article is a snapshot 
of the findings about Generation X’s travel habits, needs, and attitudes (see Table 1).
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Table 2.
Anatomy of the Gen X Traveler^
■ Heavy emphasis on technology, which translates into Wi-Fi in guestrooms 
and public areas, music and entertainment
■ Seeks unique and adventure-oriented experiences and is willing to pay 
significantly more for hotels that satisfy this need
■ Will not tolerate being nickeled and dimed and does not expect to pay for such 
services as Wi-Fi, which it considers a standard everyday necessity
■ Aversion to anonymity of big box, cookie cutter hotels
■ Tends to he casual and gregarious
■ Less brand loyal
■ Employs the Internet as chief means of finding and booking their hotel stays
■ Draws a distinction between work and play and likes a room that separates the 
two
' Source: “Gen X by Design by Philp Hayward, 2005, Lodging Magazine, (30)8, p. 34
Accordingly, Marriott has made changes to its Spring Hill brand that would appeal to 
Gen X. Public areas where travelers could pull out their laptops, have a glass of wine, 
and meet with friends were created so guests could he productive outside of their rooms 
(Hayward, 2005). Choice Hotels launched a new brand called Cambria with Generation 
X in mind. Hayward (2005) wrote that “Cambria touches all the Gen X bases: central 
gathering areas (including an entire media wall for entertainment); stone, wood, and glass 
décor that speaks to Gen X aspirations of respeet and achievement; and in-room flat 
screen televisions” (p.35).
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Survey and Observation
Even though the surveys should provide focused insight into the cohort’s attitudes, 
observations were also conducted to evaluate the Palms experience and to catch gaps in 
the quantitative data. Combining qualitative and quantitative research techniques for 
forecasting purposes is not new to the hospitality industry (Davies, 2003). Demand 
forecasting, for example, requires both, including econometrics and decision analysis 
(Choy, 1984).
Davies (2003) argues that “quantitative research is based on the belief of one truth 
with universal laws.. .qualitative approaches rest on a view that multiple realities 
exist...”(p. 102). Essentially, attitudes, motivations, actions, and personalities are too 
complex to he examined with a “one reality” approach. Kate Walsh (2003) defines 
qualitative research as “an interpretative method of collecting data to explore and explain 
a phenomenon” (p.67). In this case, the “phenomenon” is the success of the Palms with 
Generations X and Y.
Between 1970 and 1973 sociologist Elijah Anderson conducted participant 
observations at a bar/liquor store called. Jelly’s, on the South Side of Chicago. For three 
years he completely immersed himself in the culture and, in the end, was able to identify 
certain rights, rituals, and social structures amongst the working-class patrons that 
frequented Jelly’s (Anderson, 1978).
This study gleaned a wealth of information about peer groups, social status, and their 
associated behaviors. While conducting the same type of qualitative research for this 
thesis was not possible, the spirit of his approach resonated with my own. Based on the
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readings of Anderson, I concluded that actively participating in the culture at The Palms 
would glean more useful information than standing off to the side and merely observing.
Hence, drinking, gambling, and clubbing allowed me to feel the Palms’ vibe in the 
same way that normal visitors would. It also made it easier for me to just “go with the 
flow.” As situations arose, I let them play out, just as Anderson did in his study. The 
findings of my observations will be revealed in the Results chapter.
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY
The research for this thesis was conducted using a 40-question, one page (front and 
back) survey. To supplement this survey research and to gain further insight into the 
Palms atmosphere, observational research was conducted both before and after the 
survey’s administration.
Research Design
The Subjects
This study focuses primarily upon Generations X and Y and their attitudes toward the 
atmosphere and culture at Palms. Therefore, only patrons between the ages of 21 and 40 
were selected to participate. Because the Palms is a gaming facility, Gen Yers under the 
age of 21 had to be excluded. A Palms executive indicated to me that there had not been 
any other on-property research that involved demographically segmented data. Hence, it 
is likely that valuable information will emerge from this research.
Patrons who appeared to be over 21 were asked to participate in the survey. If the 
participant indicated that he or she was at least 21 and under 40, the process continued. If 
the participant indicated otherwise, the process was discontinued. Since the surveys were 
anonymous, no identification was requested to prove age. The Palms donated giveaways
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to help entice guests to participate. Even those who did not meet the criteria were given a 
parting gift.
The Setting
All surveys were conducted on the main first floor of the Palms. This area is largely 
encompassed by the gaming area, three bars, sports book, and food court. Patrons who 
were actively gambling were not asked to take the survey.
Sampling
Surveys were issued over two days by a team of University of Nevada Las Vegas 
(UNLV) graduate level students. The UNLV Office for the Protection of Research 
Subjects required each of us to obtain CITI certification for the Protection of Human 
Subjects prior to the process. In addition, these researchers were trained on the structure 
and administration of the survey prior to entering the field.
As mentioned in the literature review. Generations X and Y are extremely diverse. 
Accordingly, the research team was purposely comprised of males and females 
representing various ethnic backgrounds: Korean; Caucasian; African American; and 
Serbian. To avoid inundating the casino with researchers, the team worked in shifts over 
two days.
Due to time and financial constraints, a convenience sample was utilized for the 
research. Since the study primarily focused on attitudes about the Palms, it was easiest to 
simply go there and administer the survey to customers. Of course, this may have limited 
the probability of capturing the opinions of those who dislike the Palms.
Those who agreed to take the survey were informed that the research was for the 
completion of a thesis, and was not being conducted on behalf of the Palms. They were
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then given an informed consent statement, which educated them about the research and 
about their rights as participants (see Appendix A). Upon completion they received 
either a Palms flashlight keychain or an inflatable travel pillow.
Some participants self-selected to participate in the survey. The attention-getting 
colors of the surveys, bright shades of pink and green, combined with the setup of the 
Palms giveaways brought attention to the “headquarter table” where the research team 
reported upon arrival and departure. More often than not, it was an attempt by the men to 
socialize. Still, some were merely curious and were willing to fill out the survey once the 
project was explained to them.
Some participants truly wished to be of assistance and tried to recruit their friends or 
spouses to fill out surveys too. This was surprising, considering that some (including the 
researcher) assumed it would be difficult to convince Generations X and Y to give their 
personal time, particularly in a casino environment. Instead, they were not only willing, 
but helpful. Lastly, a Palms employee reached out to some visiting friends and sent them 
to the headquarter table to fill out surveys. In the end, the sampling process was really a 
community affair.
The research team was only instructed to solicit participation in the study. They were 
not told to track participation response rates, which may have been too complicated for 
each of them to do in such a fast moving environment. Consequently, there is no data 
detailing the response percentages.
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The Survey
The hospitality industry often uses comment cards to track and react to guests’ 
satisfaction with services and amenities. They allow managers to make immediate 
changes where necessary. The problem, however, is that comment cards have a self­
selection bias. The tendency is for either really satisfied or dissatisfied guests to fill out 
the cards (Prasad, 2003). Therefore the spectrum of comment card results is extreme and 
generally not representative of a hotel’s guest population (Barsky & Nash, 2001).
Furthermore, comment cards can sometimes cross the hands of people who do not 
want negative feedback about themselves passed on to their boss. As a result, cards with 
meaningful feedback sometimes get thrown away (Liftman, 2000; Barsky & Nash, 2001). 
Comment cards are best for short-term tactical decision-making. When aiming to manage 
guest satisfaction for the long-term, surveys are the more adequate tool (Prasad, 2003). 
Surveys provide better insight into an entire population rather than one that is self­
selected (Prasad, 2003). Like most hotels, the Palms utilizes comment cards; but they do 
not segment visitor comments by demographics.
Unlike comment cards, surveys are used to assess, predict, and examine outcomes 
for the long-term. They also help classify people into groups based upon their responses 
or demographics (Basskin, 1998). By issuing surveys solely to Generations X and Y, the 
results will help the Palms segment their opinions from all others. Moreover, the cross 
sectional nature of the survey allows for comparisons of attitudes between local and non­
locals, males and females, first-time visitors and repeats (Zikmund, p. 187.). The point is 
that surveys can generate much more thorough findings than comment cards.
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The research goal was to utilize the survey to capture the attitudes Generations X and 
Y have about their visit to the Palms. While the survey format is not grounded in a 
previous study, it was designed with the participants in mind and according to guidelines 
developed by Zikmund (2003).
Intending to capture the attitudes that Generations X and Y have about their visits to 
the Palms, seven-point semantic differential scales were utilized for questions pertaining 
to certain aspects of the Palms’ experience like nightclubs, the casino, and restaurants. A 
semantic differential is defined as “an attitude measure consisting of a series of seven- 
point bipolar rating scales allowing a response to a concept” (Zikmond, 2003 p. 314).
Similar tools have been utilized in the business world to gain perspective on issues 
like perceptions of job performance and product image. The semantic differential is a 
tool that some participants grasped with no problem, while others simply did not. The 
survey was pre-tested on committee members and a group of peers, the majority of which 
were college-educated. During the pretest, there was only one person who did not 
understand the scales.
When the process was taken to the Palms, however, it became clear that the scales 
were confusing to a lot of people. As a result, the UNLV research team was instructed to 
explain the scales before the participants began filling out the survey. Even though this 
step was taken, it was difficult to monitor all of the participants. Consequently, sections 
of some surveys contain missing data. This will he discussed in the Results chapter.
The final section of the survey captured demographic data about the participants. In 
the beginning stages of designing the instrument, there were clearly defined options for 
respondents to choose from on the Gender, Marital Status, and Race/Ethnicity questions.
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Based upon feedback from the pre-test, it was decided that respondents would he 
allowed to categorize themselves (via open-ended questions). Ultimately, this was a 
good decision because unexpected responses surfaced. For example, the initial fixed 
categories for marital status were single, married, and divorced. Allowing respondents to 
name their own status revealed that “engaged” is an important descriptor.
Survey Limitations
Since the survey needed to he condensed to one page front and hack, some potentially 
valuable topics were discarded (see survey in Appendix B). For example, there were no 
questions regarding guest rooms or customer service quality. Also missing were 
questions specific to visitors who were actually staying at the Palms. Consequently, there 
is no data about how travel was hooked, how many nights guests were staying, and why 
the Palms was chosen over other Las Vegas hotels. The survey was conducted in the 
winter; therefore, questions pertaining to the Skin Pool Lounge were also excluded.
Some sections that were not excluded were condensed. Rain and Ghost Bar, for 
example, were merged into a single category called “Club Scene.” Because of this, the 
data derived from the study cannot he interpreted as applicable to either of these clubs 
individually. Similarly, the “Food Scene” results are somewhat limited because it was 
not able to capture attitudes about specific restaurants. Instead, respondents could only 
give general feelings about their overall dining experiences.
The final limitation stems from a formatting error in the “Educational Attainment” 
portion of the survey. The instrument was altered during the printing process, thus 
affecting the presentation of the section. It should have appeared as follows:
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“ Please select one option that best describes your educational attainment.”
Some High School   Associate Degree ___
High School/ GED   Bachelor’s Degree ___
Some College,   Graduate or ___
no degree Professional Degree
Instead, the second row of check lines was cut off. As a result, respondents were left 
with only three lines for six educational options. Many surveys were returned with the 
following type of response:
“ Please select one option that best describes your educational attainment.”
Some High School ___ Associate Degree
High School/ GED _X_ Bachelor’s Degree
Some College, ___ Graduate or
no degree Professional Degree
In this example, it is not clear if the respondent has a high school diploma or a 
bachelor’s degree. Unfortunately, the errors were not caught until after data collection. 
Nonetheless, some respondents clearly marked their choice by circling or placing a mark 
right next to a particular response, leaving 77 usable surveys for analysis in this category. 
Data Analysis Procedures
Although the survey data was initially recorded in an Excel spreadsheet. Statistical 
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 12.01 was used to analyze it. After all the 
information was input in Excel, a Ph.D.-level graduate student assisted with checking for 
accuracy by going through each survey ançi matching the answers to the spreadsheet. 
After this process, the data was imported into SPSS. Randomly selected surveys were 
compared to the data in SPSS to ensure there were no unexpected changes resulting from 
the transfer. Refer to Table 2 for SPSS codes.
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Table 3 
SPSS Codes
Question Data Type Category Measurement
Semantic Scales Numeric Nominal 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
Yes/No Categorical Nominal Yes =1 No = 2
Casino Games 
Played (slots, poker, 
etc.)
Categorical Nominal Yes =1 No = 2
Age Numeric Nominal 2 1 - 4 0
Gender Categorical Nominal Female = 1 
Male = 2
Marital Status Categorical Nominal Married =1 
Single = 2
Engaged = 3 Divorced = 4
Race/Ethnicity Categorical Nominal 1 = Asian-Pacific Islander
2 =Black-of Afi-ican Decent
3 = White 4 =Hispanics 
5 =Other
Region of 
Residence
Categorical Nominal Other = 1 California = 2 
Nevada = 3
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Qualitative Observations
In addition to conducting surveys, I visited the Palms on ten occasions prior to and 
after administration of the survey for observation purposes. Some days, this would simply 
involve sitting and watching or walking the floor and casually observing. On other visits, 
I participated fully in the Palms’ offerings. Ely, Anzul, Friedman, Gamer & Steinmetz 
(1991) note that because the field is constantly changing, it requires a flexible approach 
to observing it.
In accordance with the research methods of Zikmund, the following key elements 
were examined; participants, setting, purpose, and social behavior. The first and most 
important element observed was the participants (guests and employees). Specifically, I 
observed their activities, dress, sex, and carriage. Although the Palms in itself constitutes 
a single setting, it also has sub-settings which include the gaming floor, nightclubs, and 
bars. Observing the purpose of their behaviors was not easy without conversing with 
participants. However, in the conversations that I did have, customers freely shared the 
reasons for their social behavior.
Lastly, I observed and actively participated in the social setting. This ranged from 
sitting and having a drink at one of the bars to joining the crowd at Rain or Ghost Bar.
Due to the interpersonal nature of the hospitality industry, I felt this study would he 
incomplete without the qualitative observation portion. Watching and interacting with 
the Palms guests and staff provided insight that would he missed with the sole use of a 
survey.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS 
Participant Profiles
There were 131 usable surveys at the end of the data collection process. The sample 
consisted of 72 females and 59 males, with a median age of 27. Their reported incomes 
ranged from $0 to $350,000 with a mean of $59,000 and a median of $50,000. 
Respondents represented a total of four countries and 17 states, including Nevada.
Race and Geography
The literature regarding Generations X and Y says these two cohorts are extremely 
diverse. For this reason, respondents were allowed to identify their racial or ethnic 
identities without using fixed categories. Interestingly, the Asian participants were most 
likely to claim a mix in their heritage with labels like Korean-American, Asian- 
American, Japanese-American, and Hawaiian-Caucasian.
Most others opted to use standard labels like White, Caucasian, Black, or Hispanic. 
In the end, there were very few respondents who identified with a race or ethnicity that 
could not easily be merged into the final categories of White, Asian-Pacific Islander, 
Hispanic, or Black-of African Decent (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Respondent’s race/ethnicity
Participants hailed from a variety of states and countries. Most, however, listed either 
Nevada or California as their primary residence. There were not enough respondents 
from any other state to warrant a state by state comparison. Instead, analyses were based 
on comparisons of Nevada, California, and “Other.” The “Other” category is a 
combination of the additional states and countries that respondents listed as their primary 
residence. Only four respondents indicated they were from other countries, which 
included Canada, Cuba, and Mexico. Table 3 shows the overall geographic distribution 
of the respondents.
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Table 4
Residence Frequency Valid Percent
NV 49 37.7%
CA 33 25.4%
Other 48 36.9%
Total 130 100.%
Marital Status
Participants were asked to identify their marital status. The answers were left open 
ended rather than fixed because the potential results could deviate from those forced upon 
the respondents. While most labeled themselves “single” or “married,” the categories of 
“engaged” and “divorced” also surfaced.
Engaged was a category that had not been considered when originally trying to create 
fixed categories. Interestingly, of the nine people who said they were engaged, eight 
were women. Perhaps women value this title differently than men, or maybe there was 
only one engaged man who filled out the survey. Of all the participants who filled in a 
response, the majority said they were single (see Figure2).
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Figure 2. Participants’ Marital Statuses
Fun Facts Results
First Time Visitors
As mentioned in the methodology section, the survey began with a series of light­
hearted questions which fell under the heading “Fun Facts.” When asked if visiting the 
Palms for the first time, the majority of the respondents answered “No” (see the response 
distribution in Figure 3). Participants were then asked to identify which option best 
described their decision to visit the Palms on that particular day. Their answers are 
detailed in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Responses to the question “Is this your first visit to the Palms?’
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Figure 4. Responses to the question, “Which of these options most influenced your 
decision to visit the Palms today?”
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Ultimately, word of mouth via friends and family carried more weight than any other 
option. The “Other” category was left blank so participants could list any other visit 
influencers that may not have been considered. The majority of the “Other” responses 
included going to the movies, interest in meeting the opposite sex, gambling, and check 
cashing.
The first day of survey administration was a cold and rainy Friday. Since there was a 
lot of construction taking place in the city, laborers found themselves unable to work that 
day. Rather than heading home, a number of workers lounged at the Palms, grabbing a 
bite to eat in the food court or a drink at one of the bars. Additionally, many white-collar 
workers stopped in for quick lunch and filled out the survey as they ate.
Those who were visiting found themselves with little to do that day. So the food 
court and the bar nearest the sports book were filled with couples and groups of friends 
who almost seemed relieved to have something to occupy a few moments of their time. 
While many respondents did not give qualitative answers to their reasons for visiting that 
day, it was clear from conversation and observation that some were simply escaping the 
unusual downpour of rain.
Celebrity Encounters
The Palms is notorious for its constant flow of celebrity traffic. Sometimes celebrity 
events are planned, as was the case when Pamela Anderson had a night dedicated to her 
commemorative gaming chip, or when Nikki Hilton held a fashion show in Rain. On 
other occasions, the Palms attracts a more spontaneous celebrity crowd.
With a quick skim through the Las Vegas Review Journal, a reader is likely to cross 
at least a blurb about a Palms celebrity sighting. In an effort to determine the likelihood
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of a visitor having a celebrity encounter, respondents were asked if they had ever seen or 
met any celebrities while at the Palms (refer to Figures 5 and 6 for the results).
Yes
31.54% /■
\
\
\
/
No
68.46%
Figure 5. Responses to the question, “Have you seen any celebrities while at the Palms?’
Yes 18.46%
No 81.54%
Figure 6. Responses to the question, “Have you met any celebrities at the Palms?”
I did not see or meet any celebrities during my observational visits; although I was 
informed one night at Ghost Bar that I had just missed seeing baseball phenom Derek 
Jeter. Even though I did not have a celebrity encounter, the results indicate that some
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participants had seen and met noteworthy celebrities. When participants answered yes to 
either of the questions asking if they had seen or met a celebrity, they were given further 
instructions to name them. According to their qualitative answers, respondents had star 
encounters with A-list celebrities such as Paris Hilton, Kobe Bryant, Ben Afleck, Britney 
Spears, Mike Tyson, Jamie Foxx, and Leonardo DiCaprio.
Some respondents had seen so many stars they did not bother listing everyone they 
had met. One respondent simply said “lots”, while another began to list his encounters 
and then stopped. He listed, “Vince Carter, Labron James, Carrie Hart, etc.,” as though 
his encounters were too commonplace to list.
What Happens in Vegas
Playing off of the LVCVA’s Vegas Stories, “What Happens in Vegas Stays in 
Vegas,” ad campaigns, participants where posed this question; “Las Vegas has a slogan, 
‘What Happens in Vegas Stays in Vegas.’ While at The Palms, have you done anything 
that you prefer no one knows?” The results in Figure 7 indicate that today’s youth may 
not be as uninhibited as some might believe. Then again, perhaps they simply have little 
shame about their behavior, and have no issue with others knowing about it.
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Figure 7. Answers to the question, “While at the Palms, have you done anything you 
prefer no one know?
Phone Numbers
In an effort to gauge the sociability of the Palms’ crowd, participants were asked if 
they had gotten a telephone number from someone they met while at the Palms (see 
answers in Figure 8). While most respondents had not gotten a number; I received quite 
a few during the days of survey administration and observation. In fact, a major issue 
throughout the process was the persistence of men who were most interested in 
socializing.
Since I was in the easino alone most times, men found it easy to approach me and 
talk. This was particularly true during the survey collection process. When not walking 
the floor, 1 would rest at the headquarter table in the food court and solicit participation
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from there. Seeing the table set with the giveaways and surveys, men would come and 
inquire about who I was and what I was doing. Naturally, I used this as an opportunity to 
ask them to fill out the survey; they used it as a chance to ask to go out later.
Yes 
29.77%  ^
No
" /  70.23%
Figure 8. Percentage of respondents who obtained a phone number while at the Palms. 
Fun Fact Summary
This section was intended to help respondents relax about filling out a survey in a 
casino environment. The hope was that if they could laugh a little and have some fun, 
they might be more inclined to complete the survey. Even though the section was meant 
to be enjoyable, potentially useful information was obtained from the questions.
Attitudinal and Behavioral Measurements
The primary purpose of the survey was to assess the attitudes Generations X and Y
have about their visits to the Palms. These assessments were conducted on their opinions
about the Palms’ club scene, gaming, and restaurants. If a respondent had not utilized the
night clubs, gaming area, or restaurants, they were instructed to check “NA” and skip to
the next section. Sections that were skipped for this reason were not considered missing.
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Responses were measured using various statistical tools. Questions containing 
semantic differential scales were measured using one-way Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) at a .05 level of significance. Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance was 
always conducted to assure the samples had equal variances. Those that did not meet the 
criteria were not used.
Responses for qualitative, “Yes” and “No,” questions were evaluated using cross 
tabulations, which were tested for significance using chi-square. If sample counts did not 
meet the expected count of at least five, the results were considered unusable. Again, the 
level of significance was set at .05.
Finally, demographic information was restructured in order to accommodate 
statistical testing. For example, the race/ethnicity category was merged into Whites and 
non-Whites because the sample sizes in each category were not large enough to generate 
meaningful or usable results. This also holds true for the marriage status category. The 
“engaged” and “other” levels were labeled 99, or missing, and all subsequent tests were 
run only on the responses of single and married participants. In the end, there were four 
major categories that were repeatedly evaluated for significance: Females and Males; 
Whites and non-Whites; Marital Status, and Region. In the gaming section, another 
independent variable. Club Palms members, was added to test for attitude and behavioral 
differences.
Club Scene
The Palms has two major party venues. Rain in the Desert and Ghost Bar. At first 
glance, it seems the club locations are a design nightmare because the entrances to both
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are near guest elevators. Those wishing to go to their room on Friday or Saturday night, 
first have to navigate through packs of anxious clubbers and then bypass security.
While waiting in line one night, I noticed something funny. When some older guests 
walked through the crowds to get to or from the elevators, their facial expressions 
showed near disbelief at the crowd density. Their eyes crinkled as they exchanged 
glances with one another that read “Can you believe this?!” Others simply, hurried 
through the madness. The younger Gen Xers and Yers, however, seemed to revel in the 
scene. Flashing their room keys to security, they strolled with airs of cool. Young males, 
typically dressed in designer jeans and striped button-down shirts confidently sauntered 
through with entourages of friends. Meanwhile, young ladies chatted with one another as 
they pranced, breasts first, and hair swinging. Sequined tops, spiked heels, and tight blue 
jeans allowed those with assets to proudly strut in front of jealous girls and anxious guys.
What initially appears to be a facility design flaw works well for the young crowd.
The long lines create a place where those with VIP status are gawked at by onlookers 
who have to wait in line. And those who are not VIPs, but have room keys, still look like 
VIPs. What this environment has that many other hotel clubs do not is a place where the 
young crowd is given a chance to be seen and socialize in a highly-charged condensed 
area.
Situated on the 52"‘* floor of the Palms, Ghost Bar is a posh lounge that has an air of 
exclusivity. I waited in line two hours one night before being allowed access to the 
elevators, only to finally reach the bar and find that it was not overly crowded.
Since seating can sometimes be an issue in Ghost Bar, one fairs better if he or she can 
afford to buy a table, thus guaranteeing a place to sit. It never appeared as though women
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bought tables; rather, tables were bought by men to attract women. The formula 
appeared quite effective. Men with table service seemed to receive the most attention 
from women.
While Ghost Bar is more of a lounge. Rain is a full-on multi-level nightclub. 
Considering the club’s substantial size, it has a relatively small dance floor. Though 
small, the floor is quite dramatic, as it has overhead pyrotechnics which create huge 
billows of fire that heat up the tightly bunched dance crowd. Still, Rain, like Ghost Bar, 
provides the “VIPs” with tables and private booths that overlook the dance floor.
During the few times I visited Rain, I noticed that the VIP tables, which are situated 
nearer to the dance floor than the booths, were more crowded than the exclusive booths. 
This could have been a function of price difference or of visibility. The tables are in a 
high traffic area with great visibility. One thing is clear about the Palms night scene: 
being seen is important.
Most respondents indicated that they had been to Rain or Ghost Bar (see Figure 9). 
Chi-square testing reveals there are significant differences in club visitation between 
Whites and non-Whites, (p=.036), and between singles and married respondents, (p= 
.005). Non-Whites and singles had more participants who had been to Rain or Ghost Bar.
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39.69%
60.31%
Figure 9. Respondents who visited Rain or Ghost Bar
Semantic differential scales were used to measure participants’ attitudes about the 
clubs’ atmospheres and crowds. The overall scores for the atmospheres are listed in 
Table 4 and scores for the crowds are listed in Table 5. ANOVA results indicated that 
there were only two significant differences in attitudes within the four tested 
demographic categories. The mean score for the Pleasant/Unpleasant scale for men was 
2.15, while it was 2.89 for females (p=0.042). Furthermore, Non-whites found the clubs 
more “Positive” than Whites, with an average score of 1.88, compared to 2.41, (p=0.035).
In fact, non-Whites have more positive opinions about the clubs in general, as they 
gave more favorable scores in all of the differential scales. Meanwhile, females 
consistently gave the club scene poorer scores than males.
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Table 5
Mean Scores for Club Atmosphere
Atmosphere N Mean Std. Deviation
Exciting/ Dull 74 2.22 1.285
Positive/ Negative 76 2.26 1.389
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory 76 2.58 1.490
Pleasant/Unpleasant 76 2.51 1.587
Table 6
Mean Scores for Club Crowds
Crowd N Mean Std. Deviation
Young/Old 76 2.17 1.290
Appealing/Unappealing 73 2.30 1.340
Fun/Boring 72 2.18 1.346
Sexy/Not Sexy 71 2.15 1.283
Although statistical testing did not reveal mean differences amongst the geographic 
regions, respondents who were not from Nevada gave more negative qualitative 
feedhack. Out-of-state complaints included:
“You need a cool lounge.”
“Very crowded, hard to get a drink.”
“Hardly anyone at Ghost Bar.”
“Music-too much house, not enough variety.”
“Sometimes the clientele at Ghost Bar is a bit trashy.”
“Music is lame-should use more alternative and mainstream.”
“We were what made the club fun! Unfortunately, too much hype. DJ sucked. 
I’ve been in clubs around the world.”
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Meanwhile, only two locals complained, saying:
• “Rain is awesome. Ghost Bar has a great view, but the club isn’t worth the 
money.”
• “Rain is a terrible place to have a concert.”
Gaming Scene
This section assessed the gaming behavior of respondents and their attitudes about 
their experiences. An additional independent variable. Club Palms members, was added 
to determine if they have different gaming behaviors and attitudes than non-members. 
Club Palms is a loyalty program used by the Palms to track play and incent visitors to 
game by offering rewards such as dining discounts and free room nights. This type of 
program is common to most casino hotels on the strip.
General responses for gaming behavior indicated that the following percentages of 
respondents play the corresponding casino games:
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Table 7
Casino Games Played by Participants
Games Percentage who played
Slot Machines 49.6%
Blackjack (table) 33.6%
Video Poker/Blaekjack 31.3%
Roulette 22.9%
Craps 13.7%
Poker (room) 9.2%
Additionally, of all respondents, 34.4% indicated that they were Club Palms members.
Further analysis of gaming behavior revealed there are differences in games played 
by the tested categories. Between males and females, there were differences in slot play, 
with females accounting for a significantly higher percentage than men (p=0.028). There 
were, however, significantly more men than women who played video poker/blackjack, 
(p=0.004), eraps, (p=0.013), and blackjack (table), (p=0.000). Between married and 
single respondents, more singles played blackjack, (p = 0.013).
Further analysis showed that more Nevadans play video poker and blackjack than 
California and “Other” visitors, (p=0.027), while there was no significant difference in 
slot play. There was also a significant difference between the geographic regions in Club 
Palms membership (p=0.035).
Lastly, Club Palms members had different playing habits than non-members. A 
significant number of members play certain games that non-members do not. These
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games include video poker and blackjack (p=0.000), craps (p= 012), and blackjack (table) 
(p=0.009).
Participants who gambled at the Palms were also asked to use the semantic 
differential scales to describe how they felt about their time in the casino. Interestingly, 
although the scores indicate that respondents felt they were “Unlucky” and “Losing”, 
they still positively rated the gaming scene with a mean score of 2.67 (see Table 6).
Only one significant difference surfaced within the groups in the gaming attitude 
section. Club Palms members believed that their time in the casino was more lively than 
non members, (p=0.037). Although differences in attitudes between males and females 
were not statistically significant, it is worth noting that mean scores given by females 
were more favorable in all three scales.
Table 8
Mean Scores for the “Gaming Scene’
Differentials N Mean Std. Deviation
Lucky/Unlucky 87 4.09 1.998
Win/Lose 84 4.23 1.916
Lively/Dull 85 2.67 1.515
As mentioned in the first chapter, the Palms is both a locals and tourists property.
No matter what time or day, locals maintained a presence in the slot area. In line with the
quantitative results, on any given day, there were more instances of young females
playing slots than males. Meanwhile, the table game area slows so substantially during
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the week that a large portion of it is sometimes closed off. On the weekends though, the 
table games filled up as the young crowd congregates.
Financial constraints limited my participation in gambling. A typical Generation X 
female, I mainly played slot machines and video poker.
Food Scene
When asked if they had eaten in a Palms restaurant, most respondents said “Yes” (see 
Figure 10). Since food courts are not necessarily considered something to experience in 
Las Vegas hotels, respondents were asked to exclude any thoughts about the Palms food 
court when rating eating. Instead, they were instructed to focus their responses on the 
following Palms dining establishments: Alize, French gourmet; Sunrise Café, 24-hour 
casual dining; Fantasy Buffet, all you can eat; Gardunos, Mexican; Little Buddha, Asian 
cuisine and sushi bar; and N9ne, a chic steakhouse.
N o 27.6S
Yes 72.31%
Figure 10. Percentage o f  respondents who ate at the Palm’s restaurants.
As with the other sections, attitudes were measures utilizing semantic differential
scales. The first set of scales measured how respondents felt about their eating
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experiences while the second set measured how they felt about the atmospheres. The 
overall results for both sets of scales are shown in Tables 7 and 8.
Table 9
Mean Scores for Dining Experience
Experience N Mean Std. Deviation
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory 93 2.25 1.349
Low priced/ Over priced 87 3.20 1.724
Enjoyable/ Un-enjoyable 88 2.23 1.284
Table 10
Mean Scores for Restaurant Atmospheres
Atmosphere N Mean Std. Deviation
Loud/Quiet 91 3.37 1.496
Deeorative/T acky 90 2.34 1.291
Clean/Dirty 92 2.07 1.265
ANOVA results did not reveal any major differences in means except within the 
loud/quite scale. Singles and married people had differing perceptions of the noise levels 
(p=0.003); singles found the restaurants to have louder noise levels than did the married 
respondents. There were also regional mean difference between Nevada and “Other” 
(p=0.017) and Nevada and California (p=0.017). In both instances, respondents from 
Nevada believed the noise levels to be louder than did the other regions.
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Qualitative feedback shows that Xers and Yers have great passion about their dining 
experiences. The use of descriptive adjectives was more prominent in this section than in 
the club and gaming sections:
“Little Buddha makes me sick”
“Gardunos margarita brunch brings the awesome like whoa!”
“Little Buddha was super.”
“Nine is a great spot”
“Love the Mexican Restaurant., nice café!”
“Loved the crab legs.”
“Shamia rocks at Sunrise Café.”
“They need some better Asian restaurants-little Buddha is terrible!”
“Love Nine, Gardunos, bad food okay service, overpriced.”
“The café lady over charged me a dollar for the soup and the hostess told me to 
“stop complaining” when I brought it to her attention.”
“Nice, pleasant, enjoyable.”
“I like the buffet, it is very nice.”
“Outstanding.”
Overall Visit
The last questions on the survey pertained to the respondents’ general feelings about 
the Palms. The final semantic scale on the survey was based on the question, “Will you 
visit the Palms again?” Descriptive statistics show there is an overall consensus that the 
Palms is worth visiting again, as the mean score for the semantic differential is 1.63. The 
frequency counts for the scores, 1-7, can be found in Table 9. When further analysis 
using ANOVA was conducted on the four demographic categories, males and females; 
Whites and non-Whites; singles and married; and regions, there were no significant 
differences found.
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Table 11
Frequency Counts for “Will you visit the Palms again?” Semantic Scale
Scale Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
Absolutely 1 86 66.2
2 22 83.1
3 13 93.1
4 5 96.9
5 2 98.5
6 1 99.2
Absolutely Not 7 1 100.0
Total 130
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Respondents’ were further prodded with the question, “Would you refer a friend or 
family member to the Palms?” The majority answered “Yes” (see Figure 10).
— 60
mm
Figure 11. Response to the question, “Would you refer a friend or family member to the 
Palms?”
Generations X  and Y
After analyzing the Gen X and Y sample, the cohorts were then measured against one 
another (see Table 12). Gen Yers’ ages ranged from 21 through 28 and Xers’ from 29 
through 40.
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Table 12
Generation X and Y Survey Results
Survey
Question Measurement
Significance
Alpha=.05
First Visit? chi-square 0.001
Visit Influencer ehi-square NA
Been to Club? chi-square 0.190
Exciting/Dull ANOVA 0.496
Poitive/Negative ANOVA 0.111
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory ANOVA 0.262
Pleasant/Unpleasant ANOVA 0.314
Young/Old ANOVA 0.158
Fun/Boring ANOVA NA
Sexy/Not Sexy ANOVA 0.324
Gamed? chi-square 0.597
Played Slots chi-square 0.635
Played Video Poker/Blackjack chi-square 0.154
Played Poker (room) chi-square NA
Played Craps chi-square NA
Played Roulette chi-square 0.738
Played Blackjack (table) ehi-square 0.577
Lucky/Unlucky ANOVA 0.316
Winning/Losing ANOVA 0.261
Live/Dull ANOVA 0.14
Ate? chi-square 0.6
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory ANOVA 0.278
Low-priced/ Overpriced ANOVA 0.691
Enj oyable/Unenj oyable ANOVA 0.366
Loud/Quiet ANOVA 0.429
Decorative/T acky ANOVA 0.861
Clean/Dirty ANOVA 0.821
Visit again? ANOVA NA
Refer a friend? ehi-square NA
NA= Did not pass Levene’s test (ANOVA) or did not meet expected count (chi-square)
Despite the fact that Generations X and Y are said to be different across certain
behaviors and attitudes, only one significant difference surfaced in this study. A larger
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percentage of Gen Xers reported they were visiting for the first time. This information 
coupled with the fact that 62.6% of the total survey sample was Generation Y suggests 
the Palms may appeal more to them than the older Xers. Once at the Palms, however, 
Xers and Yers seem to have comparable experiences.
Although chi-square analysis on “Visit Influencer” was not feasible, cross tabulations 
revealed that of the total respondents who listed the “Real World” as the reason they 
chose to visit the Palms, 75% were Gen Yers. This demonstrates that television may 
indeed impact Yers’ decision to consume. So, if the Palms wishes to increase its 
popularity with the cohort, maintaining a presence in popular television might be helpful.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION 
Discussion of Results 
Narrowing the focus of the Palms’ demographic to Generations X and Y may provide 
guidance on how to further enforce their desires to visit. The survey revealed that certain 
facets of the Palms are perceived and utilized differently between the tested groups. For 
example, of all the sections on the survey, “Gaming Scene” produced the most frequent 
oeeurrences of mean differences. Interestingly, it is also in this area that males and 
females differ most.
The gaming industry has concluded that young adults do not find slot machines 
appealing because they do not encourage group interaction, and are perceived to be 
games of chance, not skill (Woodyard, 2004). Unlike their Boomer parents, young adults 
prefer table games (Woodyard, 2004). Therefore, new machines that mimic video games 
are being introduced to satisfy the technological savvy of today’s young adults. An 
examination of the survey results, however, indicates that females are more likely than 
males to play slot machines. So, perhaps it is the males who may find the video game 
slots more appealing, not the females. Plus, targeting Generations X and Y with the new 
games may alienate the female players if it has not been proven that women like video 
games.
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Survey results also indicate that Xers and Yers with Club Palms memberships have 
signifieant differences from those without memberships. Not only do members play a 
wider variety of games than non-members, but they also enjoy themselves more despite 
feeling as though they are unlucky and losing. Furthermore, chi- squared analysis 
revealed that there are variances in membership between the tested geographic regions. 
Not surprisingly, Nevada had the highest percentage of members (47.9%). Meanwhile, 
only 21.8% of Californians and 29.2% of “Others” reported belonging to the program. 
Since California represents a strong drive-in market for Las Vegas, a push to spread 
awareness about the virtues of membership may result in increased game play by its 
residents.
When asked about the Palms’ overall club scene, 60.31% of the respondents 
indicated that they had been to Rain or Ghost Bar, and most gave the establishments very 
positive scores. Combining the survey data with my observations, however, makes for a 
curious finding. When walking through the Palms, one may perceive that the Palms is 
largely vying for the White male market. Not only did every picture posted for marketing 
purposes feature seantly elad White women, so did the monthly marketing mailer.
It is therefore interesting to find that when it eomes to club visitation, significantly 
more non-Whites had visited the clubs and a higher percentage of them rated their club 
experiences as more positive. Even though the other scores in the section were not 
significantly different, the mean scores given by non-Whites for eaeh of the club scene 
scales were more favorable than those given by Whites. This is the type of information 
that the Palms and other hotels may wish to examine further as they open more clubs and 
lounges. Studying the factors that encourage higher club visitation by non-Whites can
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make for fascinating and useful information as hotels devise strategies to capture 
Generation X and Y party goers of various backgrounds.
While most conclusions drawn from this study resulted from quantitative data, there 
was a facet of the qualitative data that may warrant future research; young adult’s 
perception of service. Nowhere on the survey were there speeific questions about 
service, yet, some respondents mentioned it anyway. A couple of respondents 
complimented club bartenders and others candidly praised or eriticized restaurant service. 
Though there is much hospitality literature about service, I found none that specifically 
addresses Generations X’s and Y’s perceptions of service quality.
Since respondents had service related comments, despite the fact that there were no 
service related questions, this may be an indication that the topic matters to the cohorts. 
Creating venues that cater to Xers and Yers may not be as simple as incorporating loud 
music and trendy atmospherics. Establishing service standards that appeal to them might 
prove just as important. When a guest says, “The Sunrise Café was awesome, Shamia is 
the best” or “Love Nine. Gardunos, bad food okay service, overpriced,” management 
may want to start asking why.
Recommendations for Future Research 
It would seem that the Palms has carved its niche rather nicely; and perhaps the Hard 
Rock felt the same just a few years ago. In retrospect, the Hard Rock erred in 
discrediting the Palms’ presence. Now that the property is growing leaps and bounds, 
generating a competitive advantage with Xers and Yers through market research should
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be a priority. These research results demonstrate that gender, racial, marital, and 
geographic differences can each affect their perceptions and behaviors.
Future research pertaining to male and female gambling behavior is recommend 
based upon the survey data. Since results indicate that the two may have different 
preferences, properties wishing to strengthen their holds on Generation X and Y gamers 
should evaluate the genders separately rather than focusing on the cohorts as a whole.
Club visitation and preferences amongst races is another topic worth more thorough 
assessments. A larger sample with enough minority representation to conduct full 
analyses among each of the racial categories may prove worthwhile for properties 
investing capital into clubs and lounges. Additionally, such a study may reveal new 
findings about the diverse nature of the cohorts. Since diversity is a major topic for many 
Las Vegas properties, the information could be useful when implementing visitor 
diversity initiatives. Finally, after reviewing the qualitative portions of the survey, 
further analysis about the cohort’s perceptions of service might be of value for the 
hospitality industry as a whole. Service-related surveys and in-depth interviews with 
young guests could reveal that there is a method to growing and maintaining their loyalty 
through carefully designed service quality.
In the end. Generations X and Y have mutual sentiments about their visits to the 
Palms. This study did not indicate that the Palms should target the cohorts separately. As 
most Xers are already in their thirties, the Palms might be a place that mainly caters the 
“twentysomethings” while meeting the needs of the “thirtysomethings” as well. If the 
Palms, wishes to increase the presence of patrons who are in their thirties, however, a 
different marketing approach to generate awareness may prove helpful.
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APPENDIX A
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  N e v a d a ,  L a s  V e g a s  r
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  W i l l i a m  F .  H a r r a h  C o l l e g e  H o t e l  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n
I N F O R M E D  C O N S E N T 4 FEB 0 9 2005OF *3BAmCH W ÜJeCTÊ
T I T L E  O F  S T U D Y :  T R A V E L  T A L E S  O F  T H E  Y O U N G  A N D  H I P :  A N A L Y S I S  O F  
T H E  P A L M S  C A S I N O  R E S O R T
I N V E S T I G A T O R / S :  C h - a  M o s l e y ,  B o  B e r n h a r d ,  S a r a h  M c C o y ,  A m y  B u s h ,  
M y o n g j e e  ( M i c h e l l e )  Y o o ,  K e l l y  ( Y u n - K y u n g )  C h o i ,  B r u c e  O l l s t e i n ,  I v a n  
T u r n i p s e e d ,  S t e p h e n  C o n t i ,  a n d  E r i n  K n e s s e i
P R O T O C O L  N U M B E R :
P u r p o s e  o f  t h e  S t u d y
You are invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of this study is to 
gain insight onto the young adult leisure culture of the Palms. The data collected 
from this research will be used to complete a thesis project for the University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas.
P a r t i c i p a n t s
You are being asked to participate in the study because you are between the ages of 
21-35 and are a patron of the Palms
P r o c e d u r e s
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to do the following: 
Give 15 minutes of your time to complete the survey.
B e n e f i t s  o f  P a r t i c i p a t i o n
There may be no direct benefits to you as a participant in this study. It is hopeful 
that your participation will help hospitality companies better understand the attitudes 
that young adults have towards leisure activities.
R i s k s  o f  P a r t i c i p a t i o n
There are risks involved in ail research studies. This study may include only minimal 
risks. You may, for example, become uncomfortable when answering some 
questions.
C o s t  / C o m p e n s a t i o n
There will be no financial cost to you to participate in this study. The study will take 
15 minutes of your time. You will be compensated for your time with a Palms 
promotional Item. The University of Nevada, Las Vegas may not provide 
compensation or free medical care for an unanticipated injury sustained as a result 
of participating in this research study.
C o n t a c t  I n f o r m a t i o n
If you have any questions or concerns about the study, you may contact Dr.
Bernhard a t 702  895 -2794 .
For questions regarding the rights of research subjects, any complaints or comments 
regarding the manner In which the study is being conducted you may contact t h e  
U N L V  O f f i c e  f o r  t h e  P r o t e c t i o n  o f  R e s e a r c h  S u t i j e c t s  a t  8 9 5 - 2 7 9 4 .
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  N e v a d a ,  L a s  V e g a s
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INFORMED CONSENT (c o n tin u e d )
T I T L E  O F  S T U D Y :  T R A V E L  T A L E S  O F  T H E  Y O U N G  A N D  H I P :  A N A L Y S I S  O F  
T H E  P A L M S  C A S I N O  R E S O R T
I N V E S T I G A T O R S :  C h - a  M o s l e y ,  B o  B e r n h a r d ,  S a r a h  M c C o y ,  A m y  B u s h ,  
M y o n g j e e  ( M i c h e l l e )  Y o o ,  Y u n - K y u n g  ( K e l l y )  C h o i ,  B r u c e  O l l s t e i n ,  I v a n  
T u r n i p s e e d ,  S t e p h e n  C o n t i ,  a n d  E r i n  K n e s s e i  
P R O T O C O L  N U M B E R :  M
V o l u n t a r y  P a r t i c i p a t i o n
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate in this 
study or in any part of this study. You may withdraw a t any time without prejudice 
to your relations with the university. You are encouraged to ask questions about this 
study at the beginning or any time during the research study.
C o n f i d e n t i a l i t y
Ail information gathered in this study will be kept completely confidential. No 
reference will be made in written or oral materials that could link you to this study. 
Ail records will be stored in a locked facility at UNLV for at least 3 years after 
completion of the study. After the storage time the information gathered will be 
destroyed.
P a r t i c i p a n t  C o n s e n t :
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study. I am 
between the ages of 21-35. A copy of this form has been given to me.
Signature of Participant Date
Participant Name (Please Print)
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APPENDIX B
Palm s Survey 2005
Is this your first visit to The Palm s?
FUN FACTS
Y es_____ No__
Which of the options below m ost influenced your decision to visit The Palm s today? C heck one.
MTVs "Real World" ___  Friends/Family __  R a d io ____
Internet A dvertisem ent Television ____ Other;
3. Have you se e n  any celebrities a t T he Palm s?
Y es  No_______ If yes. who?
4. Have you m et any celebrities a t T he Palm s?
Y es  No  If yes. who?
6. Las V egas h a s  a  slogan. “W hat happens In V egas, s tays In Vegas."
While a t The Palms, have you done or anything that you prefer no one know?
Y es  No_______
6. Have you gotten a  phone num ber from som eone you m et while a t The Palm s?
Yes  No  If yes, how m any? _
CLUB SCENE
I f  you have  nev er been to Rain o r the Ghost Bar, check NA  and skip to G a m in g  S cene. N A _
7. How would you describe  the  environm ents a t Rain/Ghost Bar? Check one sp ace  per line.
EXCITING ( ) < _ ) ( _ ) W L_) (_) (_) DULL
POSITIVE ( ) (_ > {_) (_ ) (_ ) ( _ ) (_ > NEGATIVE
SATISFYING ( ) (_ ) ( _ ) < _ ) (_) (_) (_) UNSATISFYING
PLEASURABLE ( ) (_> (_J w ( _ ) ( _ ) ( _ ) UNPLEASURABLE
How would you describe the crowd at Rain/Ghost Bar? Check one space per line.
YOUNG < _ ) <_) (_) ( _ ) ( _ ) ( _ ) ( _ ) OLD
APPEALING ( _ J ( _ ) (_) c_) (_) ( _ ) ( _ ) UNAPPEALING
FUN ( _ ) ( _ ) (_) (_) (_) ( _ ) ( _ ) BORING
SEXY ( _ ) (_ ) (_) (_) (*_) ( _ ) ( _ ) NOT SEXY
Comments a b o u t R ain  o r  G h o s t Bar;
GAMING SCENE
I f  you have nev er used The Palm s casino, check NA and skip to F o o d  S c e n e . NA
9. Which g am es  have you played white in the  casino? Check all that apply.
Slot M achines ___  C raps
Video Poker/Blackjack ___  Roulette W heel
Poker (Poker Room) ___  Blackjack (Table)
10. Do you have a  Club Palm s C ard?
Y es  No_______
11. How would you describe your tim e In the casino? Check one sp ace  per line.
LUCKY (_) (_) (_) (_) (__) ( _ ) ( _ )
WINNING (_ > ( _ ) ( _ ) w (_) ( _ ) ( _ )
LIVELY ( _ ) ( _ ) ( _ ) w ( _ ) < _ ) ( _ )
UNLUCKY
LOSING
DULL
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Palms Survey 2005
FOOD SCENE
I f  you have never eaten in any o f The Palms eateries, check NA and skip to Overall V is it. NA___
*Do not consider the food court in yoxir responses.
12. How would describe your eating experiences at The Palms? Check one space per line.
SATISFYING (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) UNSATISFYING
LOW PRICED (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) OVERPRICED
ENJOYABLE (_ ) L_) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) UNENJOYABLE
How would you describe the atmospheres iof The Palms' restaurants? Check one space per line.
LOUD (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) QUIET
DECORATIVE (_ ) (_ )  (_ ) (_> (_J (_ ) (_ ) TACKY
CLEAN <_) (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) (_J (_ ) (_ ) DIRTY
14. Comments about specific restaurants;
OVERALL VISIT
15. Will you visit The Palms again?
ABSOLUTELY ( _ ) ( _ ) ( _ ) ( _ )  (_ ) (_ ) (_ ) ABSOLUTELY NOT
16. Would you refer a friend or family member to The Palms?
Yes  No_____
17. Please use a word or short phrase that summarizes your feelings about your visit to The Palms.
"please limit to 4 words or less ___________________________________________________________
ABOUT YOU
18. How Old are you? ________
19. What is your marital status? (i.e. married, single, etc.)
20. What is your race or ethnicity? __________________
21. Please select one option that best describes your educational attainment:
Some High School   Associate Degree
High School / GED ___ Bachelor's Degree
Some College, no degree ___ Graduate or Professional Degree
22. In what city do you currently reside? if attending a college that Is away from your hometown, list 
the college location as your residence.
City______________________ State__________________
23. Are you actively Involved with any social or charitable organizations?
Yes  No _
(Optional) List them here.
24. What is your approximate annual pre-tax income?
THANK YOUÜI
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APPENDIX C
UNLV
U N I V L K Ü I T Y  O F  N t V A D A  L A S  V f c G A S
Social/Behavioral IRB — Expedited Review 
Approval Notice
NOTICE TO ALL RESEARCHERS;
Please be aware that intentional violations o f  IRB Approved Protocols may result in mandatory 
remedial education, additional audits, re-consenting subjects, researcher probation, suspension o f  
any research protocol at issue, suspension o f  additional existing research protocols, invalidation o f  
all research conducted under the research protocol at issue, and jurther appropriate consequences as 
determined by the IRB and the Institutional Officer.
DATE : February 9, 2005
TO: Dr. Bo Bernhard, Sociology Department
FROM: Office for the Protection of Research Subjects
RE: Notification o f IRB Action by Dr. Michael Stitf, IÔB C&air
Protocol Title: Travel Tales of the Young and Hip: An Analysis of the Palms Casino 
Resort
Protocol #; 0502-1514
This memorandum is notification that the project referenced above has been reviewed by the UNLV 
Social/Behavioral Institutional Review Board (IRB) as indicated in regulatory statutes 45CFR46.110. 
The protocol has been reviewed and approved.
The protocol is approved for a period of one year from the date of IRB approval. The expiration date 
of this protocol is February 9 ,2006. Work on the project may begin as soon as you receive written 
notification from the Office for the Protection of Research Subjects (GPRS).
PLEASE NOTE:
Attached to this approval notice is the official Informed Consent/Assent (IC/IA) Form for this study. 
The IC/IA contains an official approval stamp. Only copies of this official IC/IA form may be used 
when obtaining consent. Please keep the original for your records.
Should there be any change to the protocol, it will be necessary to submit a Modification Form 
through OPRS. No changes may be made to the existing protocol until modifications have been 
approved by the IRB.
Should the use o f human subjects described in this protocol continue beyond February 9, 2006, it 
would be necessary to submit a Continuing Review Request Form 60 days before the expiration date.
If you have questions or require any assistance, please contact the Office for the Protection of Research 
Subjects at OPRSHumanSubiects@ccmail.nevada.edu or call 895-2794.
Office tor the Protection of Research Subjects 
4505 M aryland Parkway '  B os 451017 - Las Vegas, Nevada S91 54-lO.V? 
(702) 895-2794 . PAX: (702) 895-0805
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